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The American character
is not being subverted by the
welfare state; it's being ob. scured by movies and TV.

"Who dares to teach must
never cease to learn."

-Mort Sahl

·volume Ill No. 5

September 26, J 962

Newark State College, Union, New Jersey

Sophs Haze Frosh

Students Plan NSC
Opera Workshop

Senior Court: Guilty!

The formation of an opera
workshop has been announced
by Mr. Laurence Davidson, Artist in Residence and Professor
of Music at Newark State College,
The workshop is for everyone,
stated Mr. Davidson. The only
qualifications are a love of theatre and the ability to sing. This
does not imply "Met quality"
voices, but rather • 'persons who
just sing."
Production workers are also
needed. There is work available
in scenery, costuming, lighting,
and production. Present assignments in scenery study are in
The Barber of Seville, La Traviata, Carousel, Old Maid and the
Thief and The Marriage of Figaro.
These works, as well as all others to be staged and worked
with,are_in English.Mr. Davidson
said that he would like to act
only as an "overseer, a director." Therefore, he would like
student leaders to volunteer.
The first production scheduled
is an American opera based on
Bret Harte's Outcasts of Poker
Flat. Assignments for 25 to 30
people in staging and costuming
as well as actual singing roles,
are open,
The workshop is scheduled for
4:30 to 7:00p.m. Thursday evenings. It is a non-credit course
at present, but may be made a
three-credit course in the Spring.
Persons interested in working
in the workshop should contact
Mr. Davidson in the Keane building. Richard Reskow, '63, can
also be helpful in giving information regarding the workshop.

From the Cafeteria . ..
Angleo Gallegher presided as
judge at Senior Court, traditional
end to the three day hazing period,
held on Friday afternoon, September 21, 1962, Prosecuting
and Defense attorneys were Richard Reskow and Kenneth Meeks,
respectively.
Freshmen were charged with a
variety of crimes, ranging from
trying to s tage a panty raid on
the dorm, to asking a senior girl
for a date and studying in the
library. Next to the crime of being
a freshman, this last was the

worst crime of all.
Diane Monaco and Marlene Bavosa, as representatives of the
Sophomore class, were presented
wj.th a surprise gift from 'the
Freshman class-a liberal dousing with shaving cream, administered by Mr. Meeks.
Despite the eloquent defense
of Mr. Meeks, the jury rendered
a v erdict of " guilty", to be applied to the entire class. As a
penalty, they were told they must
wear their freshman beanies for
a full week.

Library Hours
Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Jazzmen to Appear
The first presentation of the College Center Board will take
place September 28 at 8:30 P.M. in the Little Theatre. For the third
year, the Board's activities will open with a concert by Bud Freeman.
Mr . Fr.eeman is well known in jazz circles as one of the • 'founding
fathers" of the Chicago jazz style, He burst upon the jazz scene in
1920, with Gen~ Krupa, Pee Wee Russell, and Eddie Condon. Recognized as the top tenor saxophonist ever since, he is the man behind
some of the finest solos on wax, Since the '20's, he has worked with
B_ix Beiderbecke, Eddie Condon, Ray Noble, Benny Goodman, and
others.
In addition to his work with the
• 'big bands,•• Freeman has led
several small bands of his own.
One of his groups, the "Summa
Cum Laude Orchestra,'' has
earned a secure place as "one
of the finest groups ever assembled. "
In his appearance at the
college, Freeman will play with
the Dixielanders, -a group considered to be one of the better
jazz units playing today. Members of the Dixielanders are
cornetist Larry Weiss and drummer Walt Lawrence. An outstanding member of the group is
clarinetist Cy Weiss, who fre- .
quently supplements his superb
clarinet work with a 25¢ plastic
whistle. From this instrument,
he coaxes unbelievable sounds
· that are nevertheless true jazz.
Pianist Wally Olesen handles the
Bud Freeman
M.C. chores, while Dick• 'Mush"
Mushlitz, a banjoist of the old
Persons
looking
for
school, delights crowds with his
rides to NSC, or drivers
vocals on such standbys as • 'Bill
looking for riders, should
Bailey" and "I Wish I Could
contact Nu Sigma Phi fraShimmy Like My Sister Kate."
ternity, Box 27 3. Supply:
Rounding out the group are bassname, address, county, telist, Ron Naspo; and Cornell gradephone, rider or driver,
uate Rick Knittel, playing " tailNSC box number.
gate" trombone.

APO to Plan for Year
The Newark State Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, the National
Service Fraternity of college and university men, affiliated with
the National Council of the Boy Scouts of America, has invited all
· male students to attend its first meeting, scheduled for Thursday,
September 27;at 3:30 P.M. in the Alumni Office.
Officers of the organization this year are: President, James
Kolyer; Vice-President, Richard Bautsch; and Secretary, Fred
Schumm. According to Mr. Kolyer, the Chapter is seeking "candidates of good calibre, willing to
work with an established group
performing useful services for
the student body and faculty. Many
serting that it is undemocratic.
important plans for projects to
The YR's urged that the assembe tried during the coming year,
bly set a time limit on the amount
as well as· !hose of less serious
of time a bill can be in committee.
nature, will be discussed at this
The club commended proposals meeting. One presentation may
prove to be of vital importance
for an air-sea blockade of Cuba,
to all attending Newark State
recognition of a Cuban governCollege. No project can succeed .
ment in exile, and "all out" support for the eXiles working to with out the proper support and
overthrow Castro. They also assistance from a sufficient
commended the ''courage and amount of helpers. Are you inpatriotism" of the 23 Cuban stu- terested in finding out what this
dents who fired shells at the project is and will you be among
Havana living quarters of the its helpers?
"If activity and the chance to
Communists on August 31, as well
as the "Alpha 66" group, which work with others whom you will
claim responsibility for t~e ma- be proud to associate with is what
chine gun attack on three vessels you are seeking, why not investigate this fraternity? This is
in Cuban waters.
your opportunity to become a
Rep. Florence P. Dwyer was
member of America's largest
made an honorary member of
National Service Fraternity. Will
the club. James Fulcomer was
you accept this invitation? Your
elected delegate to the Young
decision will be known only if
Republicans of Union County, Inc.
you attend this meeting?''
Edward Dajewski and Miss HarMr. Kolyer said that Mr. Jorer were chosen as alternate
seph Quick, District Scout Exdelegates.
ecutive, Council 335, Elizabeth,
will attend the meeting.
An invitation has been received
from the National Council of Boy
Scouts of America to send a
delegation to the sectional conference to be held at Schiff Reservation. Further information
will be forthcoming when a definite date is set.

GOP Blasts NJ Assembly

.to Senior Court.

Newark Profs
Promoted
Ten facu1ty members at Newark State College, Union, have
received promotions in rank effective September 1.
Four have been elevated from
associate to full professor. They
are: Dr. Herbert W. Samenfeld,
Dr. Juul v .. R. Altena, Dr. Rychard Fink, and Dr, Eva Bond
Wagner .
Three rose to associate professor from the assistant professor I level. They are : Dr.
Catheryn T. Eisenhardt, Mr.
James B. Howe, and Dr. Muriel
Morgan,
Three have moved to the rank
of assistant professor I from
assistant professor II. They are:
Mr. Martin Stan Buchner, Mr.
David W. Jones, and Miss Etha
M. Pruser.
Dr. Samenfeld became dean of
students September 1 upon the
retirement of Dr. Harriet E.

=-

(Continued on Page 4)

Scientists to Meet
The first meeting of the Science
Club will take place on October 16
at 3:30 P . M. in the Science Lecturi:, Hall, Room 130. This year,
the group will present guest
speakers , field trips, and group
projects.
The Science Club was formed
at the end of last year. Its proposals • 'to promote interest and
research in the scientific field.''
Officers for this year are: President, Larry Tornow; Vice-President, Diane Hansen; Recording
Secretary, Clare Pompei; Corresponding
Secretary,
Kathy
Pawlikowski; Treasurer, Harold
Zabell; and Public Relations,
Charles Hoag,
Any senior, junior, or sophomore interested in joining the
organization should attend the
first meeting.
The second annual Science Department tea will
be held October 2 in the
Faculty Dining Room at
3: 30 P.M.

Kenneth W. Meeks, a senior,
was re-elected chairman of the
Newark State Young Republicans
at the group's first meeting of
the season, held on September
18 in the Faculty Dining Room.
Also elected were : Vice-chairman, JamesFulcomer,'66; Treasurer, Theora Harrer, '64; Recording Secretary,
Mary Lee
Witherell, '62; and Corresponding Secretary, Evelyn Bash, '66.
The group adopted a resolution urging passage of three bUls
which are currently sponsored
by Assemblyman Nelson F. Stamler of Union.
The first measure would impose mandatory sentences for
illegally supplying, selling, or
manufacturing narcotics. They
further urged that a 20 ye=1r to
life prison sentence be imposed
on anyone who uses minors for
the preparation, sale, or transport of narcotics.
The second bill blasted the
Assembly committee system as-

Recently elected officers of the NSC Young Republicans: Evelyn
Bash, James Fulcomer, Sharon Cooper, Kenneth Meeks, Mary Lee
Witlierell., Theora Harrer.

Rollins Blazer Company
will be represented on
campus, Friday, October 5,
from 11:30 a.m, to 2:00
p.m.,in the Meetings Room.

"
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Editorials:
Hazing, The Tradition Of
This year, more than in previous
years, hazing has been the target of
much controversy, ranging from overwhelming praise to severe denunciation.
(See Letters to the Editor and NSC
Reacts) The praise was to some degree expected, but the cries of alarm
came as a surprise to many. An analysis of this situation is warrented. because question has been raised in the
minds of many people as to the actual
need for a hazing period.
,To begin, several reports of injustice
were heard, e.g., hazing continued after
4:30, juniors and seniors were hazing
(this we know for a fact), a handicapped
person was forced to perform tasks
which were injurious to his physical
condition, girls were made to dance on
tables and to do embarrassing exercises,
etc. The most violent protests came on
Thursday morning from the dormitory
students. It was reported that many of
them could not sleep, some actually
became ill, and others just cried themselves to sleep.
We would question the validity andextent_of some of these char2es. But should
they be true, we doubt whether the hazers
were prompted by malice to make these
demands. Certain allowances must be
made for ignorance. This is not to say that
all errors .or ''injllstices" must be excused, but rather, , that this is not a
substantial reason for eliminating the
tradition of hazing.
Hading and the hazing rules were
established for mature college students
who, it was hoped, could keep the purposes of hazing in their minds throughout the three day period, the purposes
being to serve as an introductory process for the freshmen and to just plain
have fun. Unfortunately, all of the students at Newark State are not mature and
this must be expected. But certainly,
this should not give cause for discontinuing one of our oldest traditions.
Individuals who cannot follow rules
are usually the people who cause all
of the trouble and we must stress
that their actions should in no way reflect upon the hazing committee, the
Sophomore class, or any other class.
Hazing has become a part of Newark
State College and we hope shall continue
to be so.
As for the oddball individuals causing all the trouble, ever heard of a
college court system?

Re: The Language Program
In its Edi.torial column on May 23,
1962, the INDEPENDENT carried the
following statement: ' 'It is encourag-

ing to note that Newark State no longer
considers English a foreign language."
Apparently this remark was somewhat
premature.
It seems that the administration of
this College does realize t e immediate
need for a foreign language program, but
the State Board of Education certainly
cioes not. After 107 year of e.xistence as
an institution for the training of teachers,
we are told that we are ''progressing
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too rapidly'• by indicating a desire to
incorporate other languages into our
program at this time.
Just how it is possible to progress
too rapidly? Men of great wisdom have
said that to stand still is to move backwards. This is precisely what , we are
being forced to do. If we are to live
successfully in a truly internationalized
society, we must be prepll.red to meet
and understand people of other nations.
Will we be prepared? Not if we allow
ourselves to be subjugated by isolationists of the Trenton variety.
It is painfully evident that there has
been an unfortunate failure in someone's
basic assessme·n t of what constitutes the
educated man. Surely we are justified
in considering anyone capable of muttering in but one language deprived as opposed to educated.
We wish to stress the fact that this
is not necessarily a permanent situation.
In fact, it has been reported that a
language program will be instituted next
year, but we feel that unless the State
Board is made to feel the overwhelming
pressure of student opinion, they may
tend to procrastinate for even another
year. Their decision on the prompt
institution of a language program at
Newark State cannot and must not be
left to chance.
The INDEPENDENT invites · you to
indicate y01.1r feelings about this matter
in the form of letters or petitions which
we will print and forward to the State
Board of Education.

For The Record

Letters to the Editor
Hazing Woes
To the Editor:
Hazing is designed to promote
friendliness and help the freshmen get to know his upper classmen,
Is it really? Is this what the
confused and frightened freshman feels when a " wise guy"
sophomore (or someone in a
borrowed beanie) insists that he
• 'perform" like a trained monkey
for a few laughs? This makes a
sophomore a big man .. He ' shazing the frosh! He's welcoming
him to the warm, friendly atmosphere of NSC. The warped
sense of humor of a sophomore
is the • 'honor"· to which a freshman can strive. Next year, he
can wear a beanie and make the
frosh cringe at the presence of
a ••supreme sophomore'•. He can
help distribute the warm feeling
of belonging to NSC . By lowering
himself in the eyes of the freshmen, he is destroying dreams of
high ideals and good times to be
found in college life.
Bebe Forner
Senior Court
To the Editor:
The class of 196 3 held Court
1n the grand fashion this year
and no one could be more happy
than I. Seated in the front row,
I was able to observe closely
the antics of the Freshmen as
they
marched in uproarious
parade before the appreciativ e
audience seated in the bleachers.
Bag,s on heads, the stepped over
i maginary
obst acles,
ducked
under something which did not
appear
to
be present and,
in general, behaved as Frosh,
Then came the Court proper.
In marched Judge Angelo Callagher, presenting the perfect
picture
of judicial sobriety,
carrying the biggest bottle ever
seen on campus. His impartiality
may be questioned but his wit
and ability as an actor were again
proven. (You may rememberhim
as the lech erous old man in last
year's production of Shakespeare's
The Taming of the
Shrew).
Judge Callagher was followed
by that ever-victorious personage, the prosecuting attorney.
Looking rather a cross between
Clarence Darrow and The Big

Bad Wolf, Richard Reskow began
his attack on the criminals of the
class of '66, He was the picture of confidence and rightly
so fox: his case could not be
challenged. He too proved again
an ability already exhibited; Le.
to play a wonderfully funny villain,
Last came the Attorney for the
Defense . Ken Meeks, the good
guy, virtue personified, obviously
stood no chance of winning his
case. It is so difficult to defend
the guilty.
A special word should be put
in for Mr. Bob Foley who organized the Court of 1962. His
choice of a cast could not have
been better and he has every
reason to be proud of the result
of his work. I believe that this
year's Court proved that an activity of this kind can be carried
off without injury to the dignity
of the persons involved.
As ever1
Mary Dormer '64
GOP Reaction
To the Editor:
May I take exception to the
" GOP View" as given in the
INDEPENDENT of September 19,
1962.
It
revealed a brash
exertiveness
which,
coincidentally, appears to be plaguing
some Republican members of
Congress, also.
Granted that the situation in
Cuba is indeed unfortunate for
the Western Hemisphere, and as
far as can be discerned, for the
Cuban people. However, on what
legal or moral pretense is the
United States to attempt to
remedy that situation by the
means advocated in the above
mentioned article? Some see the
Monroe Doctrine as a legal pretense. Is it?
The "key clause" of the Monroe Doctrine, as the Union County
Teen-Age Republicans see it,
concerns colonization of the
' ' American continents.• • Even the
most elastic imagination cannot
term the presence of 8,000 Soviet
personnel, in view of what functions they are performing, as
colonization, Nor can 8000 men - or any other military force that
Cuba now possesses -- be termed
a direct military threat to any

A recording of the highlights of the
college year seemed a good idea last
semester, but upon listening to the recording, · much di&Satisfaction is apparent. It is not an NSC Record.
The album consists of two full sides
of the Festival Chorus singing Handel's
''Messiah." Al though we acknowledge the
growing excellence of this group, and
indeed upon the entire "Messiah" presentation, we fail to see the necessity
of devoting half of the album to them.
The Hi-Lo's is another group deserving commendation, but their skill
was not successfully transferred from
tape to the recording. What did result
was a fuzzy, discordant and amateur(Continued on Page 3)
sounding group. Anyone who heard them
singing at the Honors Assembly can
notice the vast difference between the
live group and the recorded version.
What is the reason for the poor quality of this record? Why are there still
appro.ximately 300 copies crowding the
SCID office? Our first reaction was to
The opinions expressed in signed columns in this newsblame Mr. Platt of the Music Departpaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this newspaper, unless directly
ment, but on second thought, it was
noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion.
decided that he merely did what he
The INDEPENDENT is published on each Wednesday of
thought was expected of him. A better
the academic year. Deadline is noon Friday preceding pubjob could probably not have been done
lication.
Editor-in-Chief, . , . , , , , , • , , .. , .. Robert J, Litowchak
by any other single person on campus.
Managing Editor. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Kenneth Meeks
We would instead place the blame on
News Editor . ·. , , . , . , . , .. . . . . . . . ,Margaret Maher
last year's Student Council. Council
Feature Ec:litors. , , , .Christine Kowalski, Elizabeth Handley
underwrote the project, appropriated the
Sports Editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dave Harris, Tom Kuc
Copy Editors, , . , . . . . . . , ,Diane Bates, Sharon Cooper
needed funds, and then forgot about it.
Business Manager. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andy Horun
They had nothing to do with the selecCirculation Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diane Byri(es
tions; it seems they were not interested
Public Relations . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , . . . . . Mary Dormer
Advisor . . , . . . ,' . , . , , , . . . . . . . . . . , .James B, Day
enough. Basically, we do not object to
Contributors: Sandy Thompson, Terry Nov ello, Ron Spinella,
the record, for it has many merits, but
Allyne Hammer, Mary Beth, Gloria Amatrudi
we feel it has a misleading title. It is
not what we would call an NSC Record
but rather an NSC Music D e p a r t m e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Record.
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letters Continued
(Continued from Page 2)
American country. To sayothercarousing around our beloved inwise, in light of our trementellectual domicile, but I feel that
dous retaliatory power, would
the fiasco known as a "Mixer"
show an incomprehension of
on
Friday
last
resembled
elementary
military science.
the
French
Revolution with
However, may I remind the GOP
original cast, rather than its
that President Kennedy made it
originally stated objective. I
quite clear that he would not
realize that the girls want to go
hesitate to order action if Cuba
to Miami U ., but let them take
ever constituted a military threat
the guys With thefn.
to the United States or any other
I, for one, do not object to
Latin American country.
inviting a feW schools to s~nd
Also to be considered is world
ovet their W!!alth of intellectual
opinion which is still a motivatcontraband.
ing factor in our foreign poll.cy,
t also know that the girls don't
and rightly so, regardless of What
tnind seeing a new body dragging
may be said to the conttary.
itself past 0tit front gates, but
How can We dissipate the irt'l.ll.~e
since more than enough freshly
of an ,imperialistic powet that
groomed, raving, girl-snatching
many peoples throughout the
males Were rooting around, the
world have of us if We interodds fell into the girl's favor,
fere in What is clearly !lh ihfinally.
ternal affair? Also, our pa!rlt inAs the candle burns in my
tervention in Latin Atnerical'i afdust-ridden cranium, I can'thelp
fairs is not so ancient as to be
but wonder: wouldn't the guys
completely
forgotten by our like to see some new faces
friends south of the border who,
atourtd, that they would like to
because
of
their
poverty take home to morns, and at the
and social cleavages, are hpe
same time, even out the odds
fruits for the groping haiids ot again.
communism.
And since people want to dance,
Taking all aspects into coh- . Why not provide a spot to gyrate
sideration -- legal, moral, artd irt, instead of one to suffocate in
political - - I suggest, Mdiy, that either ftom smoke, dust clouds,
our hands are practically Heti.
or ol.tt-and-oUt B.O.?
However, two courses of action
However, kltowing N.S.C. as I
merit mention. dhe wotiid be,
tlo, I know the situation Will be
paradoxically, that of ihat:tion, looked into, and then the sameor
better,
scrutinbus
Sl.tt- thing will happen again next year .
veillance of Cuba to deterrtiirte
!totsa ttut:k Schlarlie!
when she does cohStitute a threat
'trampled. '63
to the security of the Att1.erit:ae.
M any Ml!h
Anothet course of aditln would
take the form of a sttonger 'l'o the Editor:
economic and political isolation
1 have been at Nl!wark State
of Cuba by the Organizatiol'l of for two years and during this
American
States,
and it is time, the ratio of women to
plausible that such an action tnen has always been at least
could materialize despite the ar- six to one. Ae I am a perfect•
bitrary denial of the Union County ly healthy male, I have always
teen-Age Republicans.
conaidered this a most satisTo reiterate and to sum up, factory arrangement.
thete is now no basis or need
Newark Sta.te's women are, for
for unilateral action by the United the most part, attractive, charmStates against Cuba Whethet this ing and good conversationalists .
be direct military aggression or Singly, or in groups, they are
an econo:ltl.ic blockade.
fun to b e with; and they are
May I state that I atn s):leak- unusually good dancers . Which
ing solely for myself and not brings me to the reasort for this
for any political party Of faction. little letter.
Donald J. Kulick
On Friday, September 21, I
went to our first dance of the
year. I fully expected to enjoy
Re: ~eg ist ration
an evening of dancing with as
The
following
lettet was many of these lovely creatures
forwarded to us by Dr. Wilkins. as would allow me that pleasure .
Instead, when I arrived I was
Dear Dr. Wilkins:
greeted by the decidedly unloveI am most happy to Write ly faces of men from other
this note in which I highly com- schools. They represented, it
mend Mr. Wesley Daniels for the seems, every male college on the
fine
physical
schedUling of Eastern Seaboard. Now, I have
classes for the science depart- no objection to a little compement.
tition but I see no reason for
Although we all realize that filling the Cafeteria with strange
the schedules should hav e been men who gleefully make it encompleted at an earlier date, tirely impossible to see even
many circumstances unknown to one of Newark State' s finest. If
us may have been the cause. men from other schools must be
This is the finest schedUle
asked, couldn't we consider Oxwe have had in my fourtee!'I years ford and Cambridge.
association with Newark State
Gee girls!
College .
Crushed,
Yours sincerely,
Herb E. Hind '64
Herman I. Lepp
Chairman, Science Dep ' t.

roo

NSC Discount Club

Fr eshmon

Comn;er,dcstic51'1

To the Editor :
The last three days of hazing
have been fun for the sophomores and we hope for the freshmert too. We also hope that hazing has enabled the fteshmen to
meet m any of the upper classmen. Through it all the freshmen managed to survive until
senior court. There they also
were put through al'l ordeal because of being freshmen. For the
most part the freshmen were good
sports and cooperated With the
rules of hazing. Now that it is
all over we would like to officially
welcome them as members of
NSC student body ..
Sirtcerely
Members of The Class of '65
The Fiasco

To the Editor:
As a reasonable facsimile of
a member of the opposite sex,
I do not fail to recognize the
over abundance of femirtine wares

Following
are explanations
concerning the discount club
card:
Brandy's School Supplies: l0o/o,
! ,0o/o, on some items it may be
more .
Colonial Phatrnacy: l0o/o covers
cosmetics, patent medicines,
tooth paste, blades, toys, cards
etc. with the exception of liquor
and tobacco.
Cafe Mozart: l0o/o.
C enter Camera Exchange: l0o/o,
20o/o, 25%, depending on type of
merchandise selected; photofinishing 1 0o/o on sale merchan ~
dise.
Commercial Stationers: 15o/o.
Vincent's House of Beauty: 10%
for beauty service; 15o/o or
more.
Suburban Recor d Shop: 10o/o.
Echo Setting C o . : Discounts up
to 40o/o on most merchandise.
Jean's Bridal Shoppe: l0o/o.
Fran Woerich Jewelers: 15%
does not include repairs.
Marshall's Clothiers: l0o/o; sale
merchandise not included.
Linda Page Dress Inc.: l0o/o.

Letter Received
From Foster Child
The Student Organization of
Newark State College has, for
some time, been sponsoring a
foster-chil,d in Greece . Adoption
was accomplished through the
Greece Field Office of the Save
the Children Federation, Incorporated. Panayiotis Esyches, a
boy of ten, has written us this
letter.
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NSC Reacts
What is your r eact ion to this year ' s haz ing prog r am ?

My dear Sponsors, greetings.
I hope that this letter finds you
all in perfect health and quite
happy just as I am also well.
Dear friends, tears of joy have
flooded my poor heart at exactly
this minute and my curious glance
goes round looking at all the
things you so kindly seht me,
with indescribable joy. bear
friends , 1 teceived the following
things: one short coat, one pair
of gloves, one pair of socks,
one shirt, and one children's
pullover. I thank you very much
from the innermost of my heart.
Dear friends, I must tell you
that we had our gym display
at school and I came first in
the long jump. I jumped 6.59m.
and was given a wreath of laurel
leaves. I Was photographed and
I'll send you a copy in my next
letter.
I must n·ow end !nY letter
after sending you the warmest
greetings of my good mother and
dear brothers.
With infinite affection and our
warm gratitude,
Your friend,
Panayiotis Esychos.
Bye Bye

Persons who are interested
in further information about Panayiotis E s ychos should contact
Grace Giordano or JoyEdtnonds.

Al lee Ne ll Langley

I thought that hazing was a
wonderful experience, for the
most part. There were some
instances, however, that sophomores hazed in a sadistic manner. For instance, the idea of
standing on chairs and table tops
doing the twist, singing a silly
little song in which arm motions
were used, or taking advantage
of our positions by making us
feel embarrassed or humiliated.
On the first day of hazing many
silly things were going on which
I enjoyed. I liked to participate
in dancing and singing in the Hex
room, repeating our pledge of
salutations, carrying their books
and waiting on the sophomores
in the snack bar. Senior Court
Wa s a wonderful way to end
hazing, and I am sure all the
freshmen enjoyed this the most.

when a group of Freshmen were
made to stand up on chairs in
Hex Lounge and do bust exerci s es while chanting the song
to go along with it. Who was
leading them, none other than
a Sophomore man ( ?). Doesn't
anyone have pity on a girl loaded
down with her own books, only
to have a Sophomore dump more
books on top of the Freshmen?
Here is an interesting question.
Ever notice a few Sophomore
girls just about smack their lips
with malicious intent when they
see a Freshman girl walking
with an upper classman boy,
thinking, ' ' . .ju st wait until
we
get
her
without
a
guardian.• •? C ertain Sophomore
boys were noticed treating an
innocent Fre shman girl with a
handicap in a sadistic manner.
This girl will go through life
With a stigma as a reminder
of Newark State . Are these the
teachers of tom orrow?
If this is the way to get to
know people this year, what will
it be like in the succeeding years .
The Freshmen are forced into
tolerating the Sophomores, but
antics such as the ones mentioned
should be controlled. The culmination of hazing was not too
wild because the seniors are
more mature, but still it ended
in a vast amount of disorganization even with the awarding
of beanies.

Faculty

Platform
What is your reaction to the
postponem ent of the longuage progr am .

Ellen Mahe r

Carolann Aur iemma

Dr. Otto M il o

I am quite disappointed about
the canceling of the planned foreign-language program.
President Wilkins and Dean
O'Brien were all in favor of
the introduction of courses in
both French and Spanish.
In
fact they did everything possible
to keep our college in step With
the requirements 01 our times,
i.e . to have introduced languages
which are so important in the
enlightenment of our own peopl e ,
in the understanding of other
peoples, and in broadening the
cultural and intellectual horizon
of all Americans .
State authorities in the Department of Education did not agree
with the introduction of foreign
languages at Newark State College this year .
There must
certainly be substantial reasons
for this decision. Inasmuch as
these reason s are not known to
me, ·I cannot take a stand in the
matter.
What I can say definitely is
that I hope that next year we shall
be able to intr oduce foreignlang·
uages, which are, of c ourse, no
luxury, but v e ry much a vital
and timely necessity.

Ever get chopped off at the neck
in the corridors by a piece of
card board; ever been on the way
to work and get apprehended to
answer questions such as what
i s the course number of your
fi rst class; ever get led through
a gym with a bag on your head
listening to sounds loud and
grotesque enough to give you a
headache; ever have six books
fall through the bottom of a shopping bag? If this has not happened to you, then you have not
lived through Freshmen hazing
at Newark State College .
Starting college is supposed to
be the first step into the world
of adults . How can this be so if
Freshmen are made to make
idiots of themselves by Sophomores who made bigger fools of
themselves than the Freshmen.
Take for example one occasion

This tops 'the atom bomb, the
hydrogen bomb, and any missile.
It's a sophomore!
Now this can be any kind of
sophomore , from any year, fr om
any decade. The fatter, the better.
Slap a little blue beanie on their
collective heads, and the fact is
that the U. S. Army has another
weapon.
It isn't that they 'll haze anything in sight. I'm sure the teachers .1 the janitors and the one or
two seniors who "get it" don't
mind. It's the way they do it!
Ceaselessly and gleefully. Just
think-a weapon that enjoys itself!
Now, fo r Secret Plan 1. Take
500
blue-beanied,
chickenbacking sophs, and put them in
a plane. Wait a little while and
they'll take off by themselves.
Wherev er they land, the world
will be ours! C onquerors! With
little blue beanies .
But this is a secret of ours
and has been for many years.
I don't know about you, but I'm
going to get my beanie.

ROSH HASHONAH
BEST WISHES FOR
THE NEW YEAR
YON KIPPUR

)
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Search Beyond Yourself Council Comments
by Edward Martin

by C. G. Winans

by Jim Fulcomer
PY Karen Pressler

Cuba-Part II

Many yesterdays ago you were
nothing.
And yet something.
Raw material, plastic andpliable
Waiting to be molded to a stable
structure.

As a follow - up to last week's
column, the aspects of international law which can be applied
to justify an air-sea blockade
of Cuba and two arguments used
t o oppose such action--or any Now, as you take your place
action--should be mentioned.
Among the structures which do
nothing
In accordance with our AngloAmerican heritage there is a need But stand as monuments of progressive education;
to establish a legal justification
for action against Communist
Cuba. In addition to the 139 Consider the arts
year old Monroe Doctrine, the And the contributions they have
second
of two
resolutions
made to humanity.
passed at the Punta del Este Consider chemistry and recall
the atoms
Conference last January provide
a perfect judicial basis for U.S.
That our life time has harnessed.
action. It urges "that member Consider the sciences
states adopt those measures And recall the wonders of each
in its place.
which they deem necessary to
effect their legitimate or col- Consider philosophy
lective defense, and co-operate And understand why men think.
with each other to the extent
which may be necessary or con- Then look at the world and think
venient
for the purpose of
of the beauty;
strengthening their ability to The beauty of esthetic things,
and the ugly
counteract threats or acts of aggression, subversion or other Coarse beauty of the black earth
dangers to peace and security And understand completely that
you are the product
resulting from the continued intervention in this continent of Of all these components: their
specific interaction
the Sino-Soviet powers". Since
everyone of the American na- Making you like no other.
tions in good standing as members voted for the resolution, Take your world
it also provides a basis for Believe in it as part of yourself•
further support among the Latins. And as you do
The 1947 Rio Treaty, the 1948 Consider God.
Bogora
Charter,
and
the
1954 Caracas Anti-Communist
Declaration, all of which oppose
(Continued from Page 1)
foreign colonization or aggression in the Americas, also could Whiteman. A graduate of Drew
be used to justify an air-sea University, he received his M.A.
blockade of Cuba or even an and Ph. D from the University of
armed action. Dr. Miro Car- Minnesota. A psychologist, Dr .
dona, a former Professor of Samenfeld came to the college in
Law at Havana University and 1957 as assistant director of stuone of Latin America' s most dent personnel. Before coming to
distinguished jurists, incidental- Newark State, he was on the faculty of Southern Connecticut State
ly, advocates this view.
Khruschev and sundry Demo- College and was associated with
crats seem impressed by the Vocational Counseling Service,
argument that since Americans Inc., New Haven, Connecticut.
Dr. Altena, a native of the
have bases in Turkey, the U.S.
cannot question the right of the Netherlands received her B.S.,
Soviets to have bases in Ameri- M.A., and Ed.D degrees at Colca' s backyard. Apparently they umbia University, and is a spedo not realize that our bases cialist in comparativ e education
have nothing to do with Turkey's and the philosophy of education.
internal affairs, whereas the .So- She has traveled, studied, and
viet presence in Cuba is nothing taught throughout the world. A
but a prop for a Soviet satel- member of the Newark State
lite in the Western Hemishpere. faculty since 1959, Dr . Altena
has been on the faculty of Jersey City State College, Wagner
" Act of War"
An interesting argument again- College, Staten Island, and other
st a blockade, epitomized i?Y the institutions of higher education
" insi dious " slogan " act of war", in Georgia, Minnesota, and South
has been advanced by the same Dakota.
Dr, Fink has been a member
group which facilitated Castro ' s
rise to power. The Anglo- French of the Newark State faculty for
blockade of Dut ch ports around 11 y ears, during which time he
1830 establishes an historical has taught courses in philosophy
precedent which infers the op- and education on both the underposite. Needless to say, of graduate and graduate levels. He
received his B. Sc., M.A. , and
course, a blockade against armaments would be far less war- Ph. D from New York University.
like than the Soviet war-machine He has taught at New York Uniin Cuba and Khruschev ' s belli- versity, Rutgers University, the
University of Hawaii and the
gerent threats of nuclear war.
Regardless, these arguments University of Colorado, where
are irrelevent. The onlyquestion he was a visiting professor thissummer. Dr. Fink was educationis whether we want to win this
Cold War. If this is the case, al consultant and editor for the
we must eliminate this Soviet latest edition of Colliers Encyclopedia.
colony. Thus, there is no quesDr. Wagner, a psychologist, is
tion of the need for a blockade,
only the question of whether or a , specialist i n reading and has
w~ itten several texts on the subnot we will defend and advance
ject, the,, most widely-known of
democracy, whether or not we,as
a nation.have the will to survive . which is Teaching The Child To
Read, published by the Macmillan
****
Company in 1943 and most reEveryone is welcome to ''Recently revised in 1960. Appointed
sume Nuclear Testing with a 50
to the Newark State faculty in
j\1egaton
Blast"
on Sunday,
1959, she was a professor of
September 30, 4 :00 P.M. at the
psychology at Drew University
Chi-Am
Chateau, Route 22,
since 1946. Dr. Wagner holds
Mountainside, N.J., compliments
the rank of Lieutenant Commandof the Newark State Young Reer in _the United States Naval Republicans.
serve and served as psychologist
a{ the U. S. Naval Hospital, Great
Lakes, Illinois from 1942-45. Dr.
The College has pur:
Wagner received her Ph.D from
chased a self-contained
Co!umbia University, an M.S.
public
address system.
from the University of Alabama,
This is portable and can
and a B.S. from Teachers Colbe operated either on bat- lege , Columbia.
teries or on regular elecDr. Eisenhardt, a member of
tric current. It can b eethe education department, coorscheduled through Dr. O' ' - dinates the general elementary

Newark Profs
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"It is my firm conviction that
the problem is not to develop
creativity but to keep from inhibiting
creativity. In other
words, I think the creative approach to life is built into the
human species. Our problem is to
let it go rather than to get it
started. " (Dr.•Anne Roe)
The first step on the road to
greater creative output is a willingness to do something " different" or out of the ordinary.
This does not imply a conscious
change in your approach to
thoughts; · let your mind wander.
It's not hard to come up with
alternative solutions, once you
decide to search beyond your
habits. Belief in one's own abilities is sometimes impetus
enough to encourage one to tap
his full resources.

weighing of ''bits and pieces"
of an idea should be avoided.
'The longer you can linger with
an idea, the better chance it has
of being fully exploited.
Fear of visible failure hampers creative ability. A fear
of adverse criticism narrows
thinking and creative potential.
On the other hand, a truly creative
man thoroughly examines the
failure to find out just what went
wrong. He uses failure as a
learning situation from which new
or improved methods, products
or ideas will arise.
The greatest failure of all is
not to attempt a new idea.
Three basic needs - the need
for the familiar, the need for
excessive order and the need to
conform - are well-known barriers on any creative road.

Creative Challenge

Habit Conflicts

The more unique and original
All of us are habit prone. We
an idea is, the more open it is to become attached to certain timecriticism. Creativity challenges tested methods of performing
that which is established and ac- certain tasks. When something
cepted, and people te-nd to re- new is called for, a conflict arises
sist change. Your creative talents between
the
old,
accepted
may be hampered because you are methods and different or untried
unwilling to face resistance and modes of operation.
possible discouragement.
This does not imply that to be
The ability to remain objective creative is to make a concerned
and relatively unemotional about effort to be different for its own
criticism comes only in time and sake. It simply implies a willingis based on a series of solid suc- ness to take calculated risks and
cesses
in creative problem accept the possibility of being
solving. Criticism is seldom wrong.
100% objective.
Several
shortcomings
that
When in the midst of some new could hamper creative ability
thought or development, some are: a lack of persistence,
people have the tendency to judge a limited curiosity and an inor evaluate the idea before it is ability to concentrate.
fully formed. This does nothing
Reprinted with the permission
but rob the idea of the objectivity of C.G. Winans,President of the
with which it should be viewed C.G. Winans Co. , Newark, New
at the moment it first occurs. Jersey.
nothing hampers the creative process as much as critical judgement applied to an idea too soon.
The first meeting of the Star
This does not mean that criticism has no place in the produc- of David Club was held Wedtion of ideas. But Ptemature nesday, September 19, in the College Center. Arlene Bierbaum,
' 64, president, welcomed the
members, introduced the ofNu Lamda Kappa, N.S.C. Cre- ficers , and presented a brief outative Writing Society, is again line of plans for the year. Followbeing formed for the current aca- ing
the
business
meeting,
demic year. With Dr. E. Thom- Barbara Goldberg, '64, gave inason as its faculty advisor, the struction in Hebrew folk dancing .
Society publishes annually The
Star of David's officers i nDana Review which is comprised clude : Susan Pines, '65 , viceof original student work in prose president; Carol Brooks, '65,
and poetry. Each member sub- recording secretary; Barbara
mits work to be evaluated by Rosenblatt, '64, corresponding
the group. It is not necessary secretary; Ellen Brody, '64, culto be a member of Nu Lamda tural representative; and Eileen
Kappa to submit their work.
Linker, '65, historian. A treasAll interested persons are urer will be elected from the
asked to contact Joan Burrell freshman members.
Mailbox #197.

David Club Dances

Dana Seeks Aid

Senior Court

Bob Cisco being questioned by
Defense Attorney.
Last Friday afternoon I witnessed the Senior Court terminating the hazing of the Class of
1966. The organization of this
event far surpassed any such
performance I hav e seen at this
College during my three years
here.
Jim Hynes, president of the
senior class, Bob Foley, vicepresident and co-ordinator, and
the many other seniors should be
congratulated for their fine performance. The Freshmen too
should be congratulated for their
response to hazing. The many
students that attended court added
greatly to its success. I am sure
the freshmen will long remember
the Senior Court of 1962.
Now that hazing is over and
the college settles down to its
academic year, we should all
keep in mind the spirit that was
shown during these past three
days.
Student Council in the coming
year hopes that this spirit will
continue to be shown by the student body. The many projects
which Council will undertake will
need students with such spirit.
As president of the Student
Organization, I also want to thank
my vice-president, William Shiebler, for the excellent job he did
in helping to orientate the Freshmen.
I hope that this fine start is
only the beginning of what can
be a successful year for the students of Newark State College.
Editor's not e: •Mr. Ma rtin has
consented to write a column for
the INDEPENDENT every week.
If you have any suggestions
please let him know .

6ive lls a Caption
The INDEPENDENT has noticed a recent trend
in such humor as is seen in " Who's in Charge
Here?''. We are starting our own v ersion of this,
" Give us a Caption " . A pi cture will be printed

each week and the students are asked to submit
witty captions. The best one or ones will be
printed in the next issue. Pictures also may be
submitted for printing.

The INDEPENDENT-needs ~elp!
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Tension Along the East Ri_ver
by Ruth Loeb
''To
maintain international
peace and security," "to develop
friendly relations among nations
based on respect for the principles of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples," •'and
to achieve international cooperation in solving problems of an
economic social, cultural or humanitarian character . . . . "
To these ends the United Nations Organization has accomplished much during the past
sixteen years of its existence.
Ineffective, as some may call it;
the ~nited Nations' machinery
has been successful in Iran,
Greece, the Middle East, Kashmir, Korea, Indonesia, at Suez,
and in Lebanon. This week's admission of four additional nation-states, Ruanda, Berundi, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago
serves to remind the world of
the list of nation-states which
have become independent since
the birth of the international
organization. The activities of the
World Health Organization and
the Declaration of the Rights of
a Child are but two of the vast
number of humanitarian undertakings which have contributed
to social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom under the auspices of the
United Nations.
In spite of all its successes,
the United Nations has not yet
achieved all its objectives or
fUlfilled all the aspirations of
mankind. As it begins its seventeenth year, the United Nations
faces a world in which events
occur at a faster pace than ever
before-a world in which the problems are more complex and in
which solutions to these problems
are of paramount importance.
Today, tension over the fUture
of this world liody is at its highest level. The most pressing
issue being the financial one.
The World Court's decision to
consider the cost of the special
peacekeeping operations in the
Congo and the Middle East as
part of the regular budget assessments should bring the present financial crisis to a quick
showdown. Will the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the
nations under her sphere of influence pay their assessments
or not? And, if they don't will
Article 19, Chapter II of the
Charter be inforced to deny the

vote in the General Assembly
to any member two years in arrears in the payment of its financial obligations? If these problems are reconciled, there will
still be the threat of the Russian
''troika'' looming over the Secretariat in April.
In the words of Ambassador
Adlai E. Stevenson, head of the
United States delegation to the
United Nations:
Let none of us mock its weak~
ness, for when we do we are
mocking ourselves. It is the hope
of the world; and our country's
pride should be that we stood by
the United Nations, the meeting
house of the Family of Man,
in its time of hardest trial."

Scholarships

Prof. Paul Fussell, Jr.
New chairman of the Region
IV Selection Committee for the
Woodrow Wilson Nati-onal Fellowship Foundation is Professor
Paul Fussell, Jr., associateprofessor of English at Rutgers University and specialist in 18th
Century English literature and
criticism.
Competition for the 1,000
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships for
1963-64 is now under way. Any
faculty member at any college
or university in New Jersey or
Pennsylvania may send nominations to Professor Fussell between now and October 31.
All candidates must file the required credentials with Professor Fussell by November 20.
Dr. Hutchinson is the NSC advisor for this program.

NSC Neighbors Complain
John Korley, the College Business Manager, requested that the
INDEPENDENT print this memorandum: "Students parking cars
around the Woodland Avenue area and on other residential streets
are requested not to continue this practice. Residents of the area
are complaining and ask that College students be considerate. They
also say 'That the excessive parking on these quiet suburban streets
cz:.eate~ an ll!1Sightly condition.•

Traffic Flow
The traffic pattern has been changed to facilitate the flow of
cars entering and leaving the campus. The diagram shows a one way
pattern as well as the entrance on Morris Avenue from Union and
the exit on Morris Avenue to Elizabeth. All student!:: and College
Personnel are requested to follow these traffic patterns and abide
by all traffic signs.
There will be no special permits issued, and student cars will
not be allowed on campus roads other than those shown in the
diagram."
Morris Avenue
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American Economy
Broadcast on TV
Newark State College will offer
the televised economics course,
"The American Economy," for
credit, the Division of FieldServices announced.
The College of the Air, Columbia
Broadcasting
System,
Channel 2, began televising the
course Monday, September 24,
at 6:00a.m. TheNewYorkMetropolitan area's first educational
television station, WNDT, Channel 13, will televise the course
beginning Monday, October 1, at
3:00 p.m.
• 'The American Economy is
presented by Learning Resources
Institute. Co-sponsors are the
American Economic Association,
the Joint Council on Economic
Education, and the National Task
on Economic Education. The record-breaking number of television stations-236-carrying this
course will make '• The American
Economy" the largest single
class of all time. Almost 350
colleges and 80 high schools
are cooperating in the venture.
Full details as to how home
viewers can obtain college credit
for the course may be obtained
from Charles J. Longacre, Jr.,
director of field services at Newark State.
Dr. John R. Coleman, head of
the Department of Economics,
Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie Institute
of Technology will be national
teacher for the course. Every
fifth lesson will be under the
direction of the associate for
teacher education, Dr. John H.
Heefner, Professor of Social
Studies Education, University
High School, State University of
Iowa. Guest speakers, including
President of the United States
John F. Kennedy and former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
will also appear.
The course content of ''The
American Economy" will parallel the material recommended
in a report of the National Task
Force on Economic Education
issued in 1961. The program is
aimed at three groups : social
studies teachers who teach et!'onomics, college students, and the
general public. Emphasis will be
placed on developing an understanding of how our economic
system !Unctions, on analyzing
important questions of economic
·policy, and on familiarizing viewers with the economic facts, concepts, and institutions essential
for economic literacy.

Guides Praised
The following letter to William
Mercer, assistant director of
admissions, is a formal expression of what many people have
mentioned casually concerning
the work of the Guides Club in
Freshman Orientation this year':
September 13, 1962
Dear Mr. Mercer,
·
Before I become too absorbed
with studies etc., I would like to
applaud you as the ''Guides"
Chairman, and your volunteers
for the thoughtful and time consuming task of directing the many
but necessary activities these
last few days.
I can well appreciate the many
hours of planning and organization involved. I feel compelled
to inform you that of all the
''Guides'• I was introduced to and
observed, the two my group was
assigned were most informative,
conscientious, friendly, and understanding. I'll not go into specific details at this time.
Too often unfortunately, unselfish deeds like this go unheeded or just plain taken for
granted. I'm sure I speak for
all the Freshmen of 1962 when I
say•.. THANK YOU ALL!!!
· very truly yours,
(Mrs.) Phyllis A. Shneyer
Editor's note - Mrs. Shneyer's
note calls for a slight correction. Mr. Mercer is adviser to
the Guides Club . .Cynthia Hartel)
'64.1 is president of the club.
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U.S. No Surprise to Avo

Avedis Ayvazian
Soft , speaking, individualistic
ideas and intelligent mannerisms
describe Avedis Ayvazian, the
newly arrived student from Cairo
Egypt. He is now attending Newark State College as a freshman.
Better known as Avo, this conservatively dressed man of 29 is
majoring in science .. Avo's tuition and board are provided by
the Student Council. He intends
to stay at Newark State College
for four years and to become a
citizen of the United States after five years.
Avo's family in Cairo consists
of his father, Mr. Harry Ayvazian and his sister, Armine. His
father has his own household
goods shop there. This Armenian's first thought is to bring his
father and sister to the United
States as soon as he · becomes
• a citizen.
Schooling for Avo has run a
long course. After graduating
from St. George in Cairo in 1950,
Avo worked for eight years in
an office. He then returned to
regraduate high school in 1959
and started at Cairo University
as a faculty medicine major.

On Federal Aid
Following is a portion of a report presented by I>r. K. Brantley Watson, Vice President in
Charge of Human Relations, Mc
Cormick and Company, on behalf
of the National Chamber of Commerce to the Senate Labor and
Public Welfare Committee on
March 9, 1961, and to the House
Education and Labor Committee
on March 15, 1961.
The Chamber of Commerce
of the United States believes
that federal subsidies for schools
are not needed because American
states
and communities are
voluntarily expanding and maintaining the best school system
in the world. Record approvals
of school bond issues show that
improvements in education will
accelerate as enrollment growth
tapers off in the decade ahead.
In the last ten year, the number of public school pupils increased 48%, but the number of
classrooms jumped 60o/o, and the
number of teachers 51 %. Teachers' salaries soared 72% to an
estimated average of $5,389 in
1960. Better teachers were hired.
Expenditures per pupil boomed
from $224 a year in 1950 to
$390 a year in 1960.
These records are only part
of the phenomenal advancement
this nation has. enjoyed in education- -without federal direction.
The Chamber of Commerce
and the business community have
traditionally given support to
local state educational objectives
because the alternative, federal
sul;>sidies, means federal decisions that could lead to a nationalized school system.
These improvements in organization
and
instruction
methods are the key to quality
in education through_more efficient use of facilities, personnel
and fUnds. Herein lies the !Utility
and the dilemma of federal action.
The fundamental improvements
in the efficiency and the effectiveness of our school can be achieved

Because the college began to
teach in Arabic rather than English, Avo decided to leave. Avo
then taught English and Math at
a night school in Cairofrom1959
to 1960, From 196.0-to 1961. he
worked for the Air India Lines
as a ticketing and reservation
agent.
Classmate Jack Chirdjian, 24l
who was attei:iding Trenton State
College on a ·scholarship, informed Avo about Newark State
College. Avo soon got in contact with June Zuckerman, graduate of 1961, from NSC. Mr.
E, Theodore Stier, Director of
Admissions, soon informed Avo
that he was accepted.
Meanwhile Avo had applied for
a visa and after two years of
waiting, Avo's visa came through
in October, 1961. This was too
late to start school. Avo's visa
would have expired had he waited
until 1962, so he decided to leave
Egypt. He then traveled to London, England, FrankfUrt, Germany, and Lebanon, Africa. He
spent ten months in Lebanon
working part-time. In September
1962, he flew to the United States
He now resides at 810 Murray
St., Elizabeth, sharing an apartment with NSC seniors Spencer
Kopecky, Bob Foley and Douglas
Licks.
Dating
In comparing customs, Avo
stated that gir~s and boys started dating at 15 and 16, but girls
married at the age of about 16,
whereas boys married at the
age of 19 to 23. Marriages are
for the most part pre-arranged
by the families, although Egypt
is getting away from this custom.
The family is not an important
part of Egyptian life; the women
are not considered equal to the
men. Avo did state that there
is Armenian family life. Although
Cairo is a big city with a population of 3,800,000 people, life
is easy and there is a lot of
entertainment.
''Nothing surprised me about
the U. S.," claims Avo, "it is
precisely what I expected." Avo
did mention that he noticed that
quite a few people in the U. S.
are left handed which is a rarity
in Egypt.
Sports and sports writing are
Avo's main interests, although
he- claims, ''Now I will be studying more than doing anything
else."

by .Carol Auriemma-

Due to circumstances beyond our control del Ivery of
this week's issue could not
be made before Thursday.

either through voluntary acceptance and local support, or by the
compulsion of federal directives.
Advocates of federal intervention
in education believe it is · too
late for local freedom of action;
that expert authority must be
given the power to speed up the
evolutionary process. While they
may rationalize this resort to
federal
direction
on
other
grounds, they are in reality convinced that state· and local
autonomy in education is a risk
we can no longer afford to take;
that we must move toward a
nationalized
school
system,
standardized as to method, content and organization.
If the Congress authorizes
general federal support for all
state school systems, it must
understand that it is confirmi,ig
this judgement of · some prof-?ssional educators. Such Congressional a c tion will not merely be
a matter of authorizing fUnds for
one or more of the general needs
of education; it will be the beginning of the end of local responsibility based on community understanding and belief in "our
local schools.•'
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Juniors Triumph
Defeat Sophs 7-4,

Seniors 25-6
In a hard fought contest TueR-

day, September 18, the Juniors
defeated the Sophomores. Both
teams scored three runs in their
halves of the first ·1nn1ng. Then
pitchers Fred Ball and Bill Kennedy settled into a tight pitching
duel. The Sophs went ahead 4~3
in the fourth, but the Juniors
bounced back in the fifth to tie
it up at 4-4. Then in the Junior
half of the sixth Bob Conway
belted a bases loaded triple to
lee the game for the Juniors
7-4.
1 Hitters Take Over

On Thursday, September 20,
the Junior vs. Senior contest
turned into a slugfest. Winning
pitcher Fred Ball received excellent support from the Junior
hitting corp. Homers by Tom Kuc,
Fred Ball, and Mike Porcello
highlighted the Junior attack. The
Seniors trailed by only 4 runs
going into the fifth, when the
Juniors pushed across 13 runs
to win 25-6.
Seniors Win
In other softball action this

week the Seniors defeated the
Frosh by a score of 8-4. Art
Lundgren pitched the Seniors to
their first victory of the season.
He was supported in his effort
by the clutch hitting of John
Conte and Jim Sulva. The Seniors
jumped out to an early lead and
were never overtaken. Not to be
forgotten is the fact that this was
the Frosh's first game. Many of
the players showed excellent
promise for future games.

Constitution Revised
At the M.A. A. meeting held
last Tuesday, Robert Conway
moved to act upon a proposed
revision in the Organization's
Constitution. The addition describes the various ways of becoming a participating member
in the Association. It reads as
follows :
A. A participating member in
any five intramural games.
B. A participating member in
50"/o of any one intramural
sport.
C. A varsity player.
D. A committee member of
the Association.
It must also be noted that the
above four requirements must
be met annually in order to maintain the position of participating
member.
The revision, primarily directed toward clarifying the criteria for voting in the M.A.A. ,
was carried unanimously.

Grad Joins
Coaching Staff

Squire Sport Talk....
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by Kuc and Harris _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--..1
Freshmen are reminded that their CLASS football team will
be in action for the first time Thursday September 27. Every male
mi:mber of the freshmen class is invited to participate in this game.
Organization of teams, in the eight man touch league, is left up to
the individual class members. The freshmen class, with the highest
male enrollment, could very easily field a strong contender iliis
year. Freshmen get out and support your class! Kickoff time for
the Frosh-Junior game is slated for approximately 4:00 p.m. on
the 27th.
Plenty of action is expected from the remaining three teams in
the league. Last year's championship sophomore team is definitely
considered to be the top contender. However, not to be underrated,
are the strong teams expected to be fielded by the seniors and sophs.
Last year the championship was decided in an after-season playoff
game. This year we look for continued close play between the teams.

Fred Ball Sparkles
Fred Ball turned in a magnificient effort for the Sophomores
intramural softball team last week, striking out eight and holding
the Seniors to five hits.
Tremendous hitting power1 smashing like a sledgehammer in the
hands of Big Bad 'J ohn, decided the contest.

Twirlers Twirl

Newark Profs
(Continued from Page 4)
curriculum and heads a special
program for liberal arts graduates to be trained as classroom
teachers. A graduateofNewYork
University, she holds an M.A.
from Newark State and an Ed. D
from New York University. Before coming to Newark State in
1955, Dr. Eisenhardt taught at
the elementary and junior high
school levels in the MillburnShort Hills school system. An
active participant in the Girl
Scout movement, Dr. Eisenhardt
served as executive FieldDirector for the New York metropolitan
area and director of camping for
Manhattan. Dr. Eisenhardt has
been a member of the national
training camp faculty i n mu sic
and dramatics.
Mr. Howe, a member of thefine and industrial arts department, joined the Newark State
faculty seven years ago. A graduate of the Juilliard School of
Music, he holds B.S. and M.A.
degrees from New York Uniy ersity and has done additional graduate study at Columbia and Rutgers Universities. Aside from his
teaching duties, Mr. Howe heads
the college's practicum center in
Montclair. An accomplished musician, he has performed in
chamber music recitals throughout the New York metropolitan
area.
Dr. Morgan, a member of the
education department joined the
faculty in 1958. She t eaches psychology and mental hygiene. Formerly on the faculty of Albany
State Teachers College, Dr. Morgan taught in elementary schools
in . Maine, Massachusetts, and
New York. A graduate of Gorham
Teachers College, Dr. Morgan
holds an M.A. and Ed. D from
Columbia University.
Mr. Buchner, a 1942 graduate
of Newark State, earned a reputation as an outstanding designer
and craftsman before returning
to NewarkStateasafacultymember last year. A performer of
commissions for many institutions and industries in the East,
Mr. Buchner had his work exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York.
Mr. Buchner is a member of the
fine and industrial arts department at Newark State.
-" Mr. Jones joined the Newark
State faculty in 1959 and teaches
ceramics, sculptor, and the history of art. He attained a master's
degree in fine arts from the University of Iowa, where he served
as a teaching assistant for three
years.
Miss Pruser, a specialist in
the field of geography, joined the
Newark State faculty in 1958. A
former instructor at Paterson
State College and Hunter College,
Miss Pruser served as a member of the map intelligence and
engineer's strategic intelligence
division of the Army Map Service. A graduate of Drake University, she holds M.A. degrees
from Cark and Columbia Universities. Presently a candidate
for the Ed.D at Columbia University, Miss Pruser attended
the Universitat Zurich Switzerland and George Washington University.
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Bob Zolkiewicz
Alumnus Robert Zolkiewicz is
now assistant coach in soccor
to Dr. Joseph Errington, head
coach, here at Newark State College.
Mr. Zolkeiewicz played soccer
here at N.S.S. for two years and
this will be his third year in
participating in the sport of soccer. Prior to his entrance at
N.S.C ., Mr. Zollciewicz played
fou r years of soccor at South
Side High School, Newark.
This
graduate
of
1962
has stated that this years soccor team i s a young inexperienced
ball club which he expects to develop in the l ater part of the
season, barring injuries to key
players .
While at N.S.C. he was active
in basketball a s manager for
four years. In s occor her cocaptain was of the quad in 1962.
Mr. Zolkiewicz was also coreceipient of
D' Angola award
fo r doing the most for athletics
at Newark State in 1962. For
this he received a plaque. He
was also active in securing new
uniforms and equipment for the
soccor team.
Mr. Zolkiewicz is presently
a 6th grade teacher in the Raritan Township School System,
Monmouth Bounty.

W.R.A. Introduces Hockey

All previous twirlers wishing to help start a twirling squad
at Newark State are invited to contact Barbara Moore, fl 74, or
Diane Thomas, #1035 (Residence Hall).

Football Schedule
September
25
27

Tuesday
Thursday

Senior vs. Soph.
Junior vs. Frosh ..

2

Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday

Frosh vs. Soph.
Junior vs. Senior
Senior vs. Frosh
Soph. vs. Junior
Junior vs. Senior
Soph. vs. Frosh.
Soph. vs. Junior
Frosh. vs. Senior
Junior vs. Frosh

Thursday

Soph. vs. Senior

October
4
9

11
16
18
23
25
30

November
1

Carl Marinelli, president of the Men's Athletic Association,
has released the intramural football schedule. Action is slated
to get underway September 25. This game will see the seniors
pitt ed against the sophomores.

1962 Soccer Schedule
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

24
26
29
2
6
11
13
18
20
25
1

St. Peters
Trenton State
Drew
Seton _Hall
Jersey City St.
Bloomfield
F .D. -Madison
Paterson St.
Glassboro St.
Monmouth
Montclair St.

3:00
3:00
2:00
3:00
10:00
3:00
2:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
3:00

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

The first W.R.A. meeting of
the season met Thursday, September 20. The aims and functions of the club were introduced.
Established in 1958, W.R.A.'s
consistent aim i s for women's
participation in athletic activities for pleasure.
Highlights
for
the
first
semester are tennis, softball and
fencing. Hockey, the feature att raction, is being offered for the
first time this year, thanks to Wednesday, September 26, 1962
the efforts of the W.R.A. staff. 10:30 A.M. Meetings of Display Committee
1:30 P.M. College Convocation
Later in the year, the W.R.A.
hopes to successfully introduce
2:30 P.M. Coordinating Committee
3:00 P.M. Staff Association Meeting
co-ed folk dancing.
3: 30 P.M. Soccer-Trenton State Conf.
4:30 P.M. Newman Club Orientation
7: 30 P.M. Nu Sigma Tau

PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Weekly Sch.edule
Fae. Din. Room
D'angola Gym
Faculty Lounge
Fae. Din. Room
Game Away
Little Theatre
Meetings Room

Thursday,September 27, 1962
3:30 P.M. Social Committee
3:30 P.M. Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
7:00 P.M. Kappa Delta Pi
7:00 P.M. Kappa Epsolon
7:00 P.M. Mrs. Jane Plenty Dinner

Meetings Room
Alumni Office
Hex Room
Fae. Din. Room
College Center

Friday, September 28, 1962
4: 30 P .M. Student <;:ouncil Meeting
8:30 P.M. Modern Jazz Concert

Meetings Room
Little Theatre

Saturday, September 29, 1962
2:00 P.M. Soccer - Drew

Away

Monday, October 1, 1962
Sophomores Going To Stoket.
1:30 P.M. Faculty Meeting

Sci. Aud. 130

Tuesday, October 2, 1961
Sophomores Going To Stokes
3:00 P.M. Soccer - Seton Hall
3:30 P.M. Committee of Ten
3:30 P.M. Dr. Ches noff's Practice Group
3:30 P.M. Science Dept. Tea
3:30 P.M. NSC Theatre Guild
7:00 P.M. Rho Theta Tau
7:30 P.M. Nu Theta Chi
7:30 P.M. Lambda Chi Rho
W.R.A. Entertains New Members 7:30 P.M. Sigma Beta Chi

Home
Fac.Lge-Tc,",1send
Room 136
Fae. Din. Room
Little Theater
Fae. Din. Room
Meetings Room
Main Din. Room
Hex Room

